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A short introduction to Wikidata
● Free
● Collaborative
● Multilingual
● A secondary database
● Collecting structured data
● Support for Wikimedia wikis
● For anyone in the world
● With many applications
● A thriving community of contributors

> 90M items
> 8,000 properties
> 2,000,000 classes
> 4,000 external id types
> 1B triples

Public SPARQL endpoint

Bots allowed



Working with Wikidata: Endpoint 
https://query.wikidata.org

+ Easy to use and setup
+ Works reasonably well with many results

- Lack of support for complex queries (time outs)

https://query.wikidata.org


Working with Wikidata: Dumps 

> 100 GB 
(compressed)
> 150GB 
uncompressed

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/wikidatawiki/entities/ 

+ Once loaded, support for complex queries - Time needed for loadouts (days-week)
- Operations over the data are costly and slow

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/wikidatawiki/entities/


KGTK to the rescue
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Why look at the evolution of Wikidata? (2014-2021)

● How do large KGs (Wikidata) get populated: 
○ When were classes added
○ When were new properties added?
○ Stable terms (highly used properties and classes)
○ “Complete” classes (few new individuals added) 
○ Are highly edited classes more or less connected? (pagerank)

● Timeliness of large KGs (propagation of changes)
○ Lag: how much time is there between a qualifier is added to its respective 

statement?

Work with Pedro Szekely and FIlip Ilievski



Data collection: Challenges

- Weekly dumps in https://dumps.wikimedia.org/wikidatawiki/entities/   
only go back a few months 

- Internet Archive has many Wikidata dumps
- Unfortunately, there are gaps for many months!
- Reached out the community for help

- Size of dataset
- First releases of Wikidata are a few GB compressed
- Last releases are > 100 GB (compressed)

- Total dumps collected: 311 (Oct 2014 - Jan 2021)
- > 15 TB (compressed)

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/wikidatawiki/entities/


Data analysis with KGTK

For each dump

- Import from JSON -> KGTK format
- Sort
- Calculate deltas (external script)
- Count classes and instances (and qualifiers)
- Pagerank, hubs
- Compress results and save them

Challenges:

- Errors on import (JSON format has changed in Wikidata)
- Errors with problematic dumps 

- Problems recognizing some quantities, literals, etc.



Data extraction and analysis: example in KGTK: sh scripts
while read -r line ; do

# Initialize folder, unpack and sort. $line has the full path
    echo "Processing file: $line"
    folder_new_name=$(basename $line)
    folder_new_name="${folder_new_name%%.*}"

echo "Name of folder: $folder_new_name"
    
    mkdir $folder_new_name
    echo "Importing file..."
    TEMPDIR=$folder_new_name
    # Import the Wikidata dump file, getting labels, aliases, and descriptions
    # in English and in all languages.
    kgtk  --debug --timing --progress import-wikidata \
    -i $line \
    --node ${TEMPDIR}/nodefile.tsv \
    --edge ${TEMPDIR}/edgefile.tsv \
    --qual ${TEMPDIR}/qualfile.tsv \
    --use-mgzip-for-input True \
    --use-mgzip-for-output True \
    --use-shm True \
    --procs 6 \
    --mapper-batch-size 5 \
    --max-size-per-mapper-queue 3 \
    --single-mapper-queue True \
    --collect-results True \
    --collect-seperately True\
    --collector-batch-size 10 \
    --collector-queue-per-proc-size 3 \
    --progress-interval 500000 --fail-if-missing False

    echo "Sorting file ..."
    kgtk sort -i "$folder_new_name"/edgefile.tsv -c 'id' -o "$folder_new_name"/edgefile_sorted.tsv
    # Remove edge file (to save a little space)
    rm "$folder_new_name"/edgefile.tsv
done < dumps_to_import.txt

Import + sort

folder=$PWD
for entry in "$folder"/*
do
  #echo "Processing: $entry"

file_name=$(basename $entry)
FILE="$entry"/edgefile_sorted.tsv
if [ -f "$FILE" ]; then

    echo "Processing $FILE"
kgtk query --debug --graph-cache /wikidata.sqlite3.db -i 

"$entry"/edgefile_sorted.tsv -i datatypes.tsv -o "$entry"/claims.wikibase-item.tsv.gz \
 --match 'edgefile_sorted: (n1)-[l {label: p}]->(n2), datatypes: 
(p)-[:datatype]->(:`wikibase-item`)' \
 --return 'l as id, n1 as node1, p as label, n2 as node2' \
 --order-by 'l'
 
kgtk graph-statistics -i "$entry"/claims.wikibase-item.tsv.gz -o 
"$entry"/pagerank.undirected.tsv.gz \
    --page-rank-property undirected_pagerank \
    --pagerank --statistics-only --hits\
    --log "$entry"/pagerank.undirected.summary.txt --print-top-n 100
    
rm /wikidata.sqlite3.db

fi
#cp "$entry"/modified_prop_count.tsv 

"$target"/"$file_name"_modified_prop_count.tsv
done

1

2

1. Retrieve just wikibase items
2. Calculate top 100 entities in the page rank



Results: Evolution of the most popular properties

https://docs.google.com/file/d/16HNHb1IQE-VycgRFvsdjnwg6WH5Tdliv/preview


Results: Evolution of the most popular classes

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1NcbBRiSmxDV57iNARcudDHLy2ze019Mu/preview


Results: Evolution of the entities with biggest page rank 



Results: Evolution of the entities with biggest page rank 



Results: How “stable” are Wikidata classes?

X axis: variance 
Y axis: number of 
classes with that 
variance.

e.g., number of classes 
that had a difference of 
10 or less instances with 
respect the previous 
week for any week 
(some weeks could be 0) 
during 2020 is 60292 
(very stable). 

Depopulated classes 
have not been included



Results: Lag between qualifiers and the entity they describe (2020)



Results: How alive is Wikidata (new terms)

When were properties first used?When were classes first populated?



More results soon (ongoing paper)
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Data Quality in Wikidata

Crowdsourced data is great, but:

- Conceptual issues
- Conflicting real-world models
- Mixup of meta-levels
- Conceptual ambiguity
- Subclass of cycles
- Entity vs class distinction
- Messy upper ontology

- Constraint violations
- Inconsistent modeling

- Duplicate entities
- ... By lydia.pintscher

Based on

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Data
QualityDaysontologyissues.pdf

http://about.me/lydia.pintscher
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DataQualityDaysontologyissues.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DataQualityDaysontologyissues.pdf


What questions did we want to explore regarding quality?

● Q1: Are entities being deduplicated?
● Q2: Can the community distinguish classes from instances?
● Q3: Are property types and value types respected?
● Q4: Can we detect missing triples?
● Q5: Are constraints correct and complete?
● Q6: What statements get deprecated?
● Q7: Are constraint violations getting fixed?

Work with Kartik Shenoy, Filip Ilievski, Pedro Szekely and Daniel Schwabe. https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156


KGTK Analysis: Three indicators of low quality statements

Sources:

- Permanently deleted statements (76.5 M) 
- Q1 (calculate redirections in entity deduplication) 
- Q2 (which entities have switched from class to instance?)
- Q7 (constraint violation correction)

- Deprecated statements (10 M)
- Q6 (what statements get deprecated)

- Constraint violations (symmetric, inverse, etc.)
- Q3 (property types getting respected)
- Q4 (infer new triples)
- Q5 (number of constraint violations)
- Q7 (constraint violation correction)



KGTK Analysis: Data sources

Permanently deleted statements: extracted from the evolution analysis

Deprecated terms

- Filter by rank “deprecated”

Constraint violations

- Kgtk query

kgtk ifnotexists -i $removed --filter-on "$entry"/added.tsv -o $removed_aux
# Aggregate the difference into the deleted file
echo "Concatenating statements at the end of $removed"
kgtk cat -i $removed_aux "$entry"/deleted.tsv  -o $removed



Anatomy of a Wikidata constraint

Constraint type (there are over 30). 
Similar to rdfs:domain

Described entity should be instance of 
one of these classes

Exceptions to the rule (either classes or 
instances)

Work with Kartik Shenoy, Filip Ilievski, Pedro Szekely and Daniel Schwabe. https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156


Constraint validation with KGTK

We limited ourselves to five common types of constraints: type, value-type, 
item-requires-statement, symmetric and inverse.

Example for type constraint template: 

kgtk query
-i statements_with_property instance_of subclass_of_star \
--match statements: (subject)-[id {label:property}]->(object), \
    instance_of: (subject)-[]->(class), \  
    subclass_of_star: (class)-[]->(parent)' \
--where 'parent in expected_parents or subject in exceptions' \
--return 'distinct id, subject, property, object' \
-o statements_correct.tsv

kgtk ifexists -i statements_with_property --filter-on statements_correct.tsv \ 
-o statements_incorrect.tsv

Work with Kartik Shenoy, Filip Ilievski, Pedro Szekely and Daniel Schwabe. https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156


Result summary
● Q1: Are entities being deduplicated?

○ Some are through redirects.
○ 2 million redirected nodes, affecting over 21.3 million 

statements (27.8% of the removed statements)

Work with Kartik Shenoy, Filip Ilievski, Pedro Szekely and Daniel Schwabe. https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156


Result summary
● Q2: Can the community distinguish classes from instances?

○ More than 500.000 changes (class -> instance or vice versa)
○ 440k go from class -> instance

● Q3: Are property types and value types constraints respected?
○ Most violation ratios are on “suggested” constraints (20%)
○ Small number of violation ratios for mandatory constraints (1%, but more than 40K statements!)

Work with Kartik Shenoy, Filip Ilievski, Pedro Szekely and Daniel Schwabe. https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156


Constraint violation ratios

Each dot is a property with 
that constraint type

Work with Kartik Shenoy, Filip Ilievski, Pedro Szekely and Daniel Schwabe. https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156 

Q4: Can we detect 
missing triples?
Item-require-statement and 
inverse property violations can 
be used to suggest candidates.

Q5: Are constraints 
correct and complete?
Not always. E.g., those 
constraints with high violation 
ratios may need to be reviewed

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156


Result summary

● Q6: What statements get deprecated?
○ Largely, in the Astronomy domain
○ Top 5 classes with instances and properties being deprecated:



Result summary

● Q7: Are constraint violations getting fixed?
○ Yes. By analyzing the deleted statements, many included deleted constraint violations. E.g., 

■ 30% type constraint (mandatory), 15 % (normal), 40% (suggestion)
■ 12% value type constraint (mandatory), 22% (normal), 59% (suggestion)



How long did it take?

● There are more than 8000 properties, each with different constraints.
● Analysis covered only wikibase item-based properties.
● Median of 2 min per constraint, avg of 5 min.
● Time does not include importing wikidata, generation of filtered files.



Want to see more details?
Check our paper 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.websem.2021.100679 

(arxiv version: https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156 )

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.websem.2021.100679
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00156


Live example (Notebook)
Let’s try and validate one of the constraints in the KG shown in previous sessions (Arnold 
Schwarzenegger’s KG): 
https://github.com/usc-isi-i2/kgtk-notebooks/blob/main/tutorial/07-kg-constraint-validation.ipynb  or

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/182ikHCeGDhyPs8WuLQC03c-ET84p0ozM?usp=sharing 

https://github.com/usc-isi-i2/kgtk-notebooks/blob/main/tutorial/07-kg-constraint-validation.ipynb
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/182ikHCeGDhyPs8WuLQC03c-ET84p0ozM?usp=sharing

